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Amino acid classes and the protein folding problem
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We present and implement a distance-based clustering of amino acids within the framework of a
statistically derived interaction matrix and show that the resulting groups faithfully reproduce, for
well-designed sequences, thermodynamic stability in and kinetic accessibility to the native state. A
simple interpretation of the groups is obtained by eigenanalysis of the interaction matrix. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1333025#
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The principal theme of this paper is to address the is
of determining the minimum number of distinct amino aci
that are needed to make proteinlike sequences with f
similar to those found in nature. A general answer to t
question would have important ramifications in the design
proteins and in the origin of life. Our analysis is carried o
within the framework of the Miyazawa–Jernigan~MJ!1 in-
teraction matrix that was derived by them using a statist
approach and is commonly used as a measure of the co
grained interactions between amino acids in a protein.

Experiments2,3 and theoretical studies4 have shown the
critical role played by two kinds of residues: hydrophob
and polar. There is an effective attraction between hydrop
bic amino acids that arises from their aversion to the solv
and lead to such amino acids forming the core in the pro
native state. Recent protein engineering experiments sug
that maybe not two but certainly several amino acids can
effectively substituted for the full 20-alphabet set. It has be
shown5 that helical bundles can be built with the set of thr
amino acids: hydrophobic L~leucine!, polar E ~glutamic
acid!, and polar K~lysine!. Helical bundles have also bee
found3 to be viable when hydrophobic sites are filled fro
the set@F ~phenylalanine!, L, I ~isoleucine!, M ~methionine!,
V ~valine!# and the polar sites from the set@E, D ~aspartic
acid!, K, N ~aspargine!, Q ~glutamine!, H ~histidine!#. En-
coding the b-sheet SH3 domain, however, requires fi
amino acids: hydrophobic I~isoleucine!, K, E, A ~alanine!,
and G~glycine!.6 This suggests that the 20 amino acids c
be grouped into five distinct clusters with the members
each group having quite similar properties. Riddleet al.6 and

a!Electronic mail: MC@PHYS.PSU.EDU
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Wolynes7 have presented persuasive arguments that
groups are needed to provide enough specificity to form
folding funnel and generate few traps in the energy la
scape.

Wang and Wang8 have suggested that a justification f
the five group clustering scheme can be provided by m
mizing the mismatch between the reduced and complete
teraction matrices. Specifically, they considered the MJ1 ma-
trix and deduced a clustering scheme, shown at the top
Fig. 1, in which the representative amino acids we
IKEAG—precisely as in the experiments on SH3.6 The com-
putational scheme for the clustering is stochastic in nat
and does not permit a single entry group due to techn
reasons associated with the computation.

Here, we implement a much simpler and determinis
clustering scheme that is based on considering the ‘‘d
tances’’ between the amino acids. The groupings we get
different from those obtained by Wang and Wang.8 We have
carried out detailed tests of two characteristics of r
proteins—thermodynamic stability and kinet
accessibility—on well-designed sequences within the con
of a lattice model in three dimensions. When the individu
amino acids are substituted by the representatives of t
groups, the thermodynamic stability test is passed succ
fully both by the Wang–Wang and our schemes. Howev
there is a qualitative difference in the test results on ra
folding into the native state, with the Wang–Wang sche
performing significantly worse than our physically based a
proach. A straightforward eigenvalue analysis of the ki
carried out by Liet al.9 and Chan10 lead to results in perfec
accord with our clustering scheme. Furthermore, when
works with the bare MJ matrix10 ~without subtracting off the
mean value as done by Liet al.9!, one obtains the simple
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics

o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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1421J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 3, 15 January 2001 Monte Carlo test of the lattice cluster theory
result that the MJ matrix may be represented as

Mi j
1 52l1v iv j , ~1!

wherel1569.68 andv has rank-ordered components 0.33
0.332, 0.309, 0.282, 0.276, 0.275, 0.255, 0.249, 0.198, 0.
0.177, 0.171, 0.169, 0.163, 0.161, 0.158, 0.152, 0.144, 0.
0.125 in the order LFIMVWCYHATGPRQSNEDK, respec
tively. The representation given in Eq.~1! is similar in spirit
to the representation9 in terms of ‘‘charges,’’ qi , which
yields Mi j8 5C01C1(qi1qj )1C2qiqj . Equation~1! results
in the same level of accuracy~an average error of about 6%!,
even though it involves only one constant,l1 , instead of
three,C0 , C1 , andC2 .

The interactions of a given amino acidi with each of the
20 amino acids form a vector with 20 components. There
20 such vectors and the Euclidean distance,Ri j , between
amino acidsi and j is defined throughRi j

2 5Sk(mik2mjk)2.
Similarly, the Manhattan distance involves the sum of
absolute values ofmik2mjk . Ri j is a measure of the fidelity
of substitution of one amino acid by the other. As in t
construction of optimal paths in a strongly disorder
medium,11 we select two amino acids that are separated
the shortest distance and combine them into one group.
effective couplings of a group with other groups or ind
vidual amino acids or indeed with itself is simply obtained
an arithmetic average over the individual amino acid int
actions. More generally, a weighted average would be ap
priate if the weights, which could depend on the frequency
occurrence of a given amino acid and other factors, w
known. The procedure is now iterated, resulting in fewer a
fewer groups. The leader of the group is determined as
amino acid whose original couplings deviate the least fr
the effective couplings associated with the group. For a tw
member group the choice of a leader is ambiguous. At e
stage, the advancement of clustering is characterized by m
suring the smallest distance between the remaining indiv
als or groups,Rmin . Figure 2 shows the behaviorRmin as a
function of na , the number of groups at any stage of t
iteration process. For either distance metric, the numberNc

55 is a special number of groups, below whichRmin goes up
strongly. This sharp increase is a direct reflection of
forced clustering of incompatible amino acids.

FIG. 1. Five- and two-group clustering of amino acids interacting throu
the Miyazawa–Jernigan matrix. The mismatch-based results are show
the top in each level of clustering and the remaining entries are dist
based. The underlined amino acids are the group representatives.
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Our analysis can also be used to probe the nature
other theoretically derived potentials of interaction betwe
amino acids. For example, for the matrix of interactions p
posed by Kolinskiet al.,12 the low Na growth is much
weaker butNc is still around 5. For the matrix introduced b
Betancourt and Thirumalai,13 Rmin varies very weakly with
Na and the sharp increase takes place atNc equal to 3.

Our results for clustering of the Miyazawa–Jernig
amino acids are shown in Fig. 1. Our clustering into fi
groups separates the single hydrophobic group of Wang
Wang into two groups and it isolates K as a single elem
group. The membership of the five groups does not dep
on the distance metric, even though different amino acids
selected as ‘‘leaders,’’ or the most characteristic represe
tives of the groups. The Euclidean choice proposes FVA
as the best, whereas the choice of the Manhattan me
yields LWASK. These groupings are consistent with the e
perimental results except that Riddleet al.6 take two choices,
E and G, from the TGPRQSNED group and no choice fro
the second hydrophobic group MVWCY. It is heartening th
the ultimate division into hydrophobic and polar groups
quite robust and yields the same group members in b
schemes and for any distance metric. In order to test the
group clustering, we have considered a 27-monomer lat
model with the Miyazawa–Jernigan couplings. The nat
states are maximally compact, i.e., they fit the 33333 lat-
tice. We generate a bank of 94 well-designed sequences.
first step in the design procedure14 involved the generation o
a random sequence with a uniform composition. The sec
step was to perform random permutations in the placem
of the amino acids and to select only those sequences
have energy gaps~the energy difference between the tw
lowest-energy maximally compact conformations! larger
than 6.1~in units of the MJ interaction matrix!. This bank of
sequences was then tested against substitution of the a
acids by the leaders corresponding to the five-group divis
For both the distance-based and mismatch-based scheme

h
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ce

FIG. 2. The minimal distance between the groups of amino acids a
function of the number of groups present. The arrow indicates a stag
which one is left with five groups.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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1422 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 3, 15 January 2001 Cieplak et al.
find identical performance—95% of the resulting effecti
sequences continue to have nondegenerate native s
which coincide with the native state conformations of t
original sequences.~A lower performance rate of 80%
quoted by Wang and Wang,8 is obtained on considering les
stringently designed sequences.!

A more stringent test is provided by the kinetics. Figu
3 shows the folding behavior of four of the well-design
sequences. The first passage time in 21 runs starting f
randomly chosen unfolded conformations are shown for
cases that have a folding time of less than 53108t0 . The
dynamics are based on a Monte Carlo process that satisfi
detailed balance.15 The folding is studied at the folding tran
sition temperature,Tf , at which the probability of being in
the native conformation equals12. This temperature was lo
cated using a long unfolding Monte Carlo process, wh
explores the entire space of conformations and is not
stricted merely to maximally compact conformations. T
distance-based substitution either raisesTf or leaves it intact

FIG. 3. The bottom set of lines~marked as MJ! in each panel shows the
folding times for a well-designed sequence using the original MJ interac
matrix: FLISKQINECKEFDLRLGEHSTSCQVK @~a!, top left#,
QQLASQHLLTRWNWNMNHNPRSIDFQF@~b!, top right#, DVECEVS-
VQWIQKHFRLTFTIFMYEAD @~c!, bottom left#, and HMKLRSFP-
SIQVEMRVFDFRLTFIIRA @~d!, bottom right# at their folding transition
temperatures. The folding transition temperatures are 1.48, 1.58, 1.68
1.75, respectively, in units of the MJ interaction matrix. In each case,
consider 21 folding trajectories and show the folding times only when t
are shorter than 500 000 000t0 , wheret0 is a microscopic time scale tha
takes into account the maximum number of moves from any of the avail
conformations. The center set of lines~marked as EU5! correspond to se-
quences in which the Euclidean distance-based substitution of Fig.
implemented. On substitution, the values ofTf become 1.48, 1.68, 1.58, an
1.79, respectively. Note the slight increase in the thermodynamic stabili
two of the cases. The top set of lines~marked as WW5! correspond to
substitutions recommended by Wang and Wang. Only few of the fold
attempts occur within the window of 500 000 000t0 which indicates a sig-
nificant deterioration in the folding kinetics. The folding transition tempe
tures are reduced~substantially in two cases!. They become 0.31, 1.28, 1.53
and 1.48, respectively.
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and preserves the range of values of the folding times. On
other hand, the mismatch-based substitution lowers all f
values ofTf ~some of them significantly! and extends folding
times substantially. The simple origin of this failure may
traced to the fact thatK, which is a relatively inert amino
acid, is chosen as one of the leaders in the mismatch sch
and sequences with many amino acids belonging to
group withK are all substituted by an innocuous represen
tive.

The clustering schemes illustrated in Fig. 1 correspo
to the partitioning of a string of all amino acids into se
ments provided that the amino acids are first arranged in
particular order. The order corresponding to the mismat
based scheme is almost the same as shown in Fig. 1 fo
distance-based scheme except that K is forced to be pla
earlier along the string. What is it that determines this op
mal order? Following Liet al.9 and Chan,10 we address this
question through an eigenanalysis of the MJ matrix.
shown by Chan, the MJ matrix is clearly dominated by o
mode and lends itself to an exceedingly simple represe
tion. Figure 4 shows that this one mode description of the
matrix is fairly accurate~the largest errors are located at th
smallest magnitude entries!. In fact, it is as accurate as th
two mode description of Liet al.9 Their two mode picture
emerges because of the subtraction of the mean value
each matrix element. This mean value has physical sign
cance because it determines the degree of compactnes
indeed the degree of aggregation of a protein.16 It is interest-
ing to note that the dominant eigenvector varies across
amino acids in a smooth way except near the transition fr
Y to H which marks a transition from the hydrophobic
polar groups. The order in which the amino acids are plot
on the x axis in Fig. 4 and in~most of! Fig. 1 is thus deter-
mined by the weight with which a particular amino ac
contributes to the dominant eigenvector. In summary,
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FIG. 4. Top: The approximationM 1 to the MJ matrix, given by Eq.~1!, is
plotted versus the true matrix elements. Bottom: The eigenvector co
sponding to the largest eigenvalue of the MJ matrix. The vertical li
indicate partitioning into five groups of Fig. 1 as determined by the distan
based method. The symbols H1 and H2 indicate two hydrophobic groups
P1 , P2 , and P3 indicate three polar groups.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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1423J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 3, 15 January 2001 Monte Carlo test of the lattice cluster theory
have shown that a simple distance-based scheme of clu
ing leads to a powerful and simple representation of gro
ings of amino acids making up a protein. Detailed te
within the context of a MJ matrix and a lattice model sho
that both the thermodynamic stability and the folding kin
ics of proteinlike sequences are preserved by the substitu
of the full 20 amino acid alphabet by merely five groups. O
scheme is found to be in good physical accord with t
obtained using eigenanalysis and does not have the de
associated with a more complex mismatch-based schem
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